
 

 

Unit 1 encourage   Unit 4 asleep  
style   encouragement   in charge of    ashore  
pioneer  communicate   inspector   along  
diplomat   conversation   argue for   ahead  
confused   trusted   argument   awake  
insist   ministry  degree   fellow  
competition  inspire   flight   fine  
district  inspiration   flying  crash  
establish  author   impress   follow rules  
fashionable   ache   impression  break rules  
old-fashioned  type   mpressive  nest 
believe  silence   licence   Unit  6 
believer  leaves   solo  accounts  
disabled  demand    soloist   accountant  
law  face   suitable for    deadline  
lawyer   chat   personal   client  
novelist  Unit 3 positive   freelance  
attachments  available    nursery school  regular  
average  availability  pilot   sociable  
collection   bestsellers   role   provide  
poem  bleach    rule   stress  
poet  paperback   improve   stressful  
poetry  screen    director   organisation  

routine  reduce   direct   separation  
custom  encyclopedia    appreciate   separate  
habit  mixture   award   take off  
publish  press   interrupt   limit  
publisher  remove   take up   take on  
publication  roll  rule   suffer from  
midday  roller  staff  lack  
behaviour   soak   respect   amount  
abroad  gadget   respected   home life  
support  enthusiasm  respectable  working 

hours 
 

Unit  2 enthusiast  respectful  quality time  
honour   enthusiastic (about)   unusual   task  
strict  download   aching   work life  
serious   upload  Unit  5 exhausted  
responsible   replace   alive   athlete  
discipline   recycle    in vain   competition  
fatherly  recycling  separate  break  
semicircle  recyclable   challenge   focus  
layer   papyrus  challenging  laptop  
association  trade   verse   allow  
influence  button   rhyme   laugh  
lecture   compare   robin   situation  
importance  online   traditional   describe  
plan   offline   faint   manage  
spoil  chemicals  painful   manager  
realise   amount   staff   flexible  
culture  mark   ease   mainly  
cultural  book   angle worm   tips  
political science    touch   burden    admire  
literature  dry   lighten   career  



Unit  7 system  foundation  Unit  9  
side effects   exploration   direct  add  
anniversary  describe   threaten  invisible      
currently  representative   threat  mast  
distance  astronaut   zero-gravity  amount      
mission   amount   emergency  cancer    
gravity  improve  horrified  treatment for   
leak   location  take off  cause 
weightless   be about to  controls   theory  
weightlessness   wheel   chemist  result      
spokes   space station   radar  appreciate  
secret   damage     physicist   signal 
spin   hopeful  promote  gain weight  
orbit   Unit  8  interrupt  install 
launch   consult  electrician  link  
horrible   consultant  wheelchair  weigh  
zero gravity   director   artificial   complain  
giant   physics  scientific   release   
properly   technical  science fiction   ill 
expert   technician  intelligence   illness  
look like   pressure  intelligent  gradually      
prove  proof  process     regularly  

  

responsible for   argue for  earn / make money  
translate into    interested in  disabled people  
catch up with   specialize in   gives …. headache   
a graduate of   associated with  have a fixed routine  
graduated from  popular with  do something  
graduated in  look after    do ( job - work)   
believe in  suitable for  make a plan   
at midday  grow up   make sure      
come out   proud of   do research  
insist on /persist in   take up    win many awards  
established as   take on  recycled paper  
average of  at the age of..  mix with chemicals  

be made into   rhyme with   apply in writing  
collection of  good at  Arab culture  
cut down  in vain  Arabic literature  
excited about  depend on  nursing school  
expert on (in - at)  in halves  wounded soldiers  
write for  focus on  (be) awarded a degree  
take part in   agree with  (make) solo flights  

take place in    break down  in person - personally  
grow up    similar to   reason for  
set up   the same as  trade with    
in fact  advantages of  trade in    
compare with  lead to   cut into pieces  

communicate with  give up  ease the pain  
famous for  a waste of   pessimistic thoughts 
keep up with  benefit from   do account  
pay for  at a height of   replace … with  
soak in    go for a walk   get regular work  

enthusiastic about  treatment (cure) for   take a break  
name after  on the internet  take on a project  
deal with   turn on / off    go down = decrease  



1) My sister loves clothes and buys very ....... dresses.  
    a. stylistic   b. old fashioned  c. fashionable   d. fashion 
2) My sister wants to be a teacher. She believes teaching is a…..job.  
    a. rewarding   b. awarding    c. benefit      d. employable 
3) My uncle is in.......of science teaching in a secondary school.  
    a. personal   b. charge    c. control       d. accuse 
4) My uncle is the editor and.......of a local newspaper.  
     a. publisher   b. distributor    c. publishing        d. printer 
5) My uncle is.......He is always looking for a better job.  
    a. optimistic   b. serious       c. conscientious  d. ambitious 
6) Nader is.......about sports. He loves playing and watching it.  
    a. interested   b. active    c. enthusiastic   d. keen 
7) Courses are.......to students in other parts of the world.  
    a. vacant   b. spread    c. available    d. sponsored 
8) People and animals.......the oxygen that the plants produce.  
   a. breathe   b. breath    c. absorb                 d. release 
9) Our school is organized. The…...and students are always on time.  
    a. crew   b. pack    c. staff     d. group 
10) People need to be ....... to adjust readily to new challenges.  
     a. flexible          b. inflexible    c. upset        d. unregretful 
11) Planes are equipped with.......systems to show directions.  
   a. x-ray   b. sat-station    c. sat-nav        d. sat-dish 
12) My father said that his teacher was........ My father couldn't talk in his lessons!  

a. serious  b. strict  c. fatherly  d. kind 
13) Nabila ....... her grandchildren. She always gives them lots of food and presents! 

a. annoys  b. hates  c. spills  d. spoils 
14) Hoda's father works for an important ....... .    

a. graduate  b. building  c. ministry  d. work 
15) Plants can change the energy from the sun into.......energy.  
   a. solar   b. biological    c. natural           d. chemical 
16) Queen Victoria....... for more than 63 years.  

a. ruled             b. argued    c. lasted       d. worked 
17) Rudolf decides to.......his cousin from prison.  

a. escape   b. stop    c. safe           d. rescue 
18) Toka is.......about her future as she hasn't done well in her tests  

a. happy   b. worried    c. excited            d. pleasant 
19) Al Daifi's lifelong.......is to visit Turkey.  

a. ambition   b. ability    c. ambitious        d. decision 
20) Rudolf solves the problem by.......his cousin's place.  

a. turning   b. playing    c. taking            d. making 
21) Most Egyptians have their lunch at.......  

a. midnight   b. midday    c. afternoon    d. morning 
22) Modern technology helps solve problems like global ……… . 

a. warm   b. boiling    c. warming     d. warmth 
23) Scientists are not sure what.......volcanoes to erupt.  

a. causes   b. lets    c. makes       d. encourages 
24) Scientists are studying the chemical's.......on the environment.  

a. affect   b. effect    c. reflect        d. pressure 
25) Scientists are trying to make full use of underground….....power.  

a. hydroelectric b. pressure        c. geothermal    d. solar 
26) Scientists are.......new ways of growing plants efficiently.  

a. expanding  b. developing      c. increasing    d. processing 
27) Scientists test their.......by doing experiments.  

a. theories   b. processes     c. operations      d. experiences 



28) She always has ....... ideas.  
a. interested   b. excited    c. massive    d. interesting 

29) She doesn't need glasses; there is nothing wrong with her.......  
a. view   b. insight    c. scene   d. sight 

30) Most Chinese products are of poor.......so they damage easily.  
a. quantity   b. quality    c. class           d. value 

31) She is a high born. She came from a.......family.  
a. respectable  b. respectful     c. disreputable   d. respecting 

32) Modern technology has.......people's lives.  
a. improved   b. proved    c. risen           d. increased 

33) She joined the faculty of Arts to study English language and.......  
a. art   b. literature    c. novels       d. writing 

34) Most......look for both hard and personal skills when choosing their staff.  
a. employers  b. employees    c. businessmen    d. candidates  

35) My brother had a good…….. . He went to one of the best universities.  
a. education  b. bringing up   c. teaching     d. manners 

36) My brother has a.......in Biochemistry from Alex University.  
a. grade   b. level   c. degree    d. mark 

37) My brother has some good.......of old coins.  
a. collection   b. mixture   c. combination     d. catalogue 

38) My brother won a special.......for English language.  
a. reward   b. award    c. honour     d. decoration 

39) My brother works ....... a computer company.  
a. for   b. on    c. out            d. against 

40) My daily ....... starts when my alarm clock goes off at 6.30.  
a. routine   b. habit    c. custom       d. way 

41) My father is a golf.......He plays and watches it on TV.  
a. amateur   b. support         c. enthusiasm    d. enthusiast 

42) She was......at the interview that she was accepted immediately.  
a. effective   b. impressed    c. affective    d. impressive 

43) She worked as a nurse and.......wounded soldiers.  
a. took after   b. looked up    c. cared of    d. looked after 

44) She.......sport as a very important part of her life.  
a. thinks   b. believes    c. regards   d. looks 

45) Some drivers have a sat-nav......to help them find the best route.  
a. operation   b. system    c. process        d. program 

46) Some films are not.......for young children.  
a. famous   b. right    c. suitable        d. efficient 

47) Some people believe that CD. ROMs will.......libraries.  
a. restore   b. change    c. exchange      d. replace 

48) Some students need more.......than others at school.  
a. encouragement b. discouragement  c. discouraging  d. encouraging 

49) Space tourists may suffer from the same side effects as.......  
a. astronauts  b. astrophysicist   c. astrologers     d. astronomers 

50) Storms can cause.......damage.  
a. violent   b. strong    c. high             d. serious 

51) The company made a.......programme to visit Luxor.  
a. five-days   b. five-days'    c. five-day       d. five-day's 

52) That match was so .......that four players were given red cards.  
a. friendly   b. violent    c. cruel   d. fair 

53) That plant has been .......so that it gets lots of light.  
a. explored                         b. raised             c. positioned   d. put 

54) That play is very popular. You'd better check the.......of tickets.  
a. appropriateness b. availability   c. popularity  d. suitability 



55) The .......between Cairo and my town is 650 kilometres.  
a. district   b. area    c. distance  d. space 

56) The best writers force their readers .......about serious questions.  
a. to think   b. thinking    c. thought   d. think 

57) The books in this library are.......alphabetically.  
a. recognized  b. organized    c. operated      d. functioned 

58) The car stopped because there was a (an)..........in the petrol tank.  
a. leak   b. break    c. escape   d. hole 

59) The children have to study the.......of ancient Egyptians.  
a. history   b. historic    c. record               d. present 

60) The characters in this novel are.......on real persons.  
a. depended  b. passed    c. structured  d. based 

61) The doctor.......her but could find nothing wrong.  
a. examined   b. searched    c. realised       d. diagnosed 

62) The Egyptian man feels very.......of the underground system.  
a. proud   b. pride    c. interesting     d. exciting 

63) The Egyptians should catch.......the latest technology.  
a. up with   b. up to    c. up for   d. up till 

64) The factory.......most of its workers with robots.  
a. replaced   b. recycled    c. changed     d. restored 

65) The government attracts investors to.......our economy.  
a. prove   b. graduate    c. grade                 d. improve 

66) The government encourages foreign ....... to create more jobs.  
a. consumptions  b. imports    c. investments    d. savings 

67) The guest.......to the hotel manager about the bad service. 
a. congratulated  b. thanked    c. informed    d. complained 

68) The last important.......I went to was my brother's wedding.  
a. occasion   b. anniversary   c. ceremony  d. festival 

69) The boy thought he was...., but you could see the top of his head.  
a. visible   b. seen               c. disappeared   d. invisible  

70) The Moon has less......than the Earth, you can jump higher there.  
a. gravity   b. air    c. water           d. magnetism 

71) The more people want to do something, the.......it will become.  
a. more expensive   b. more cost    c. cheaper    d. cheapest 

72) The novel will be.......in the bookshops in two days.  
a. available   b. convenient   c. spread       d. announced 

73) The more rain there is in a year, the.......the tree rings are.  
a. stronger   b. wider    c. narrower     d. longer 

74) The space station is like a spinning wheel with....... .  
a. spokes   b. spins    c. spikes   d. bars 

75) The prisoner of Zenda takes.......in a fictional European country.  
a. part   b. turn    c. apart   d. place 

76) The space rocket takes.......early evening.  
a. turn   b. off    c. over   d. apart 

77) The two.......Leila is interested in are cancer and diabetes.  
a. infections   b. illness          c. sickness         d. diseases 

78) The Sphinx is.......near the Pyramids of Giza.  
a. positioned  b. locating    c. situate              d. placed 

79) The statue of the pharaoh is a famous ancient....... 
a. memorial   b. structure    c. monument  d. palace 

80) The television picture is clear. You have an enormous.......  
a. windows   b. display    c. screen        d. camera 

81) The time he spent abroad gave him.......he used in his writing.  
a. experiments  b. situations    c. experiences    d. believes 



82) The university.......two thousand students a year.  
a. graduates  b. releases    c. exists           d. dismisses 

83) The way to school is a ten.......walk  
a. minute   b. minute's    c. minutes       d. minutes' 

84) The young sometimes react with.......behaviour against rules.  
       a. irresponsibility b. irresponsible  c. responsibility  d. responsible   
85) The.......from London to Cairo takes about four hours by air.  

a. flight   b. flying    c. voyage     d. expedition 
86) The.......of plants and trees are like factories.  

a. leaves   b. roots    c. branches       d. trunks 
87) "Treasure Island" was written and has been a……..ever since.  

a. good seller  b. seller best    c. best sell     d. bestseller 
88) There was a.......improvement in her school work.  

a. gradual   b. instant    c. frequently    d. occasional 
89) There was great .......when our team won the football match.  

a. procession  b. imprisonment   c. excitement    d. attachment 
90) They have just received this photo as an e-mail .......  

a. post   b. attachment   c. letter   d. part 
91) They managed to.......the country from invasion.  

a. secure   b. safe    c. save       d. ensure 
92) This medicine is safe, There are no.......  

a. dramatic effects b. wide effects  c. top effects        d. side effects 
93) This novel is not.......as an e-book yet.  

a. common   b. available    c. familiar       d. valuable 
94) Tourists like to visit.......monuments such as the pyramids.  

a. modern   b. historic    c. history    d. historian 
95) To remain......., individuals must learn new skills. 

a. acceptable  b. employable   c. employment     d. jobless 
96) We make paper.......wood from trees.  

a. into   b. out of    c. out from   d. by 
97) Trees.......carbon dioxide and give out oxygen.  

a. take in   b. take out    c. release     d. breathe out 
98) We scored a goal as the goalkeeper was in the wrong.......  

a. situation   b. location         c. destination d. position 
99) We visit our grandparents.......We see them every Monday.  

a. gradually   b. regularly      c. habitually    d. occasionally 
100) We will watch the .. ...of the rocket on TV.  

a. launch   b. lifting   c. pushing      d. departure 
101) The .......of the fire is a cigarette end. 

a. result b. reason c. explanation d. cause 
102) Accidents .......more frequently when the roads are busy. 

a. take part b. come in c. cause d. occur 
103) Although she......the world record, she became popular with the British people. 

a. broke b. missed  c. lost d. beat  
104) Do you .......read newspapers? 

a. regularly b. regular c. regularize d. regularization 
105) Dr Karimat El-Sayed won a/an..as one of the best women scientists in the world 

a. reward b. ward c. word d. award 
106) Dr. Aisha Abd El-Rahman was born .......a conservative family. 

a. in b. into c. out d. from 
107) Education is a/an .......in the future of a country and its young people.  

a. investment b. ointment c. occasion d. entertainment  
 



108) Every teacher considers teaching a .......career. 
a. worth b. remarkable c. worthwhile d. worthy of remark  

109) He got some .......for his burnt house.  
a. damages b. damage c. fees d. pays 

110) I was .......by Nelson Mandela as he was a great man. 
a. prescribed b. described c. interested d. inspired 

111) I’ve done everything I can, but I can’t .......him to change his mind. 
a. let b. persuade c. make d. ask  

112) If you want to get the job, please apply.......writing to the personnel manager. 
a. for b. to c. in d. over 

113) I'm going to .......some information about space invasion from the internet. 
a. download b. overload c. upload d. unload 

114) I'm going to look in the library or .......the internet. 
a. on b. from c. in d. at  

115) It can't be denied that Naguib Mahfouz was an expert .......Egyptian culture. 
a. of b. with c. on d. by  

116) It is hard to walk in space because there is no ....... . 
a. gravity b. waiting c. spin d. air  

117) Magdi Yacoub was one of the first heart transplant....... 
a. captains b. players c. pioneers d. astronauts 

118) Our flight reaches its .......at 7 pm. 
a. goals b. delegations c. destination d. aims  

119) The astronauts went on a space…….to replace a broken fuel pump. 
a. tour b. suit c. station d. walk 

120) The prisoner of Zenda" .......Hope few months to write it. 
a. left b. spent c. gave d. took 

121) The noise .......her a headache yesterday. 
a. took b. made c. gave d. did  

122) Our company is an ………… one. It has been in business for a century.  
a. established                      b. attached          c. unsociable          d. organized   

123) Sham El nesseem ……………… the beginning of spring.  
a. remarks                     b. bookmarks           c. marks                   d. sparkles          

124) The cruel man ……………. the cat to fall from the balcony on the ground.  
a. followed                      b. forced           c. reported                            d. conducted           

125) Cutting …………. trees is an evil deed.  
a. out                     b. off           c. down                               d. away          

126) The shirt you are asking about isn't ………….. at the moment.  
a. assistant                     b. attentive            c. available               d. agreeable           

127) We have a small ………… for cutting fruit in our kitchen.  
a. gadget                     b. wallet           c. budget                   d. buffet          

128) To ………… something means to make it white in colour.  
a. press                     b. bleach           c. publish                   d. preach          

129) This novel is a ………….. of fact and fiction, so it's fantastic.  
a. mixture                     b. facture           c. picture                   d. furniture          

130) Paper and plastic can be ………….. and used again.  
a. reinvented                     b. rewritten         c. replaced                d. recycled          

131) This shirt has to be …………… in water for a long time as it's very dirty.  
a. bleached                      b. soaked           c. soaped                   d. recycled          

132) A/An ………….. is a book which contains large amounts of information.  
a. multimedia                      b. phenomena           c. criteria                  d. encyclopedia            

133) The boss said I'm …………. for the job and agreed to employ me.  
a. qualified                      b. affiliated           c. unsuitable            d. worthwhile           

134) The state must ………….. citizens with their needs.  
a. prevent                       b. protect           c. provide                   d. supplicate 
           



135) She hopes to get ……….. at work, so she is making great efforts for that.  
a. promotion                      b. protection           c. salary                   d. donation 

136) My uncle is ……….. charge of the biology department in our faculty.  
a. with                     b. for                          c. on                   d. in      

137) Unemployment may ………….. in terrorism.  
a. cause                     b. result           c. end                   d. lead 

138) Everyone in society has the …………… to share in politics.  
a. ritual                 b. right       c. playwright         d. write      

139) A/An …………. thing is something which is untrue.  
a. fictional                 b. visible       c. invisible         d. visual      

140) I usually have a twenty …………. break for coffee at midday.  
a. minutes                 b. minute's       c. minute         d. minutes'  

141) ………….. are considered to be the food factory for the tree.  
a. Roots                      b. Branches           c. Leaves                  d. Saps           

142) Dickens is one of the most ………….. writers in English.  
a. influence                      b. affluence           c. influenced             d. influential            

143) Naguib  Mahfouz's wonderful novels ………… him as a great writer.  
a. estimated                  b. appreciated        c. established            d. diverted       

144) Shobra is a famous …………….. in Cairo.  
a. instant                  b. distracter        c. district                     d. extract       

145) Magdi Yacoub is one of the ………….. of heart surgery.  
a. pioneers                   b. plumbers         c. pianists                   d. billionaires        

146) The tank is ……….. petrol. I will find a technician to repair it.  
a. lacking                 b. attacking              c. leaking                           d. seeking       

147) The ………… of the bike's front wheel have broken.  
a. spokes                 b. spines                   c. sparkles                       d. stocks      

148) January 2017 was the Sixth …………… of the glorious January revolution.  
a. university                 b. diversity                c. annually                 d. anniversary      

149) …………… is the force which makes things fall to the ground.  
a. Attraction                 b. Cruelty       c. Pressure                      d. Gravity      

150) The man hid behind a tree to stay ……………… 
a. incredible                     b. intelligible           c. invisible                  d. intolerable          

151) Trees …………… oxygen into the atmosphere.  
a. release                     b. give up                       c. realize                   d. decrease          

152) Leaves falling from trees in autumn is a natural …………… 
a. procession                     b. profession           c. process           d. operation          

153) I don't eat sweets. I don't want to ………….. too much weight.  
a. earn                     b. win                       c. gain                   d. beat          

154) She approved of her son's being a lawyer saying that it's a ……. profession.  
a. complicated                     b. respectable           c. deplorable            d. regrettable           

155) Though she has been working all day, she ………….. nothing.  
a. attained                     b. detained           c. exerted                  d. achieved          

156) Scientists are working hard to find an effective ………… for cancer.  
a. cure                     b. care                       c. treaty                   d. result          

157) Your level will develop …………. as long as you exercise.  
a. gradually                     b. gigantically           c. temporarily         d. theoretically          

158) She has a very kind ………… so we all love to be with her.  
       a. person                                   b. personally       c. personification    d. personality          

159) Education is a/an ………… in the future of a country and its young people. 
a. investment                               b. ointment                        c. occasion               d. Entertainment 

160) Dr. Zewail was ……and dedicated. He loved his work so much. 
 a) conventional                           b. conscious                      c. courageous         d. conscientious 

161) “Distance" means the amount of..............between two places. 
    a. place                                      b. time                                   c. money                  d. space 




